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A short introduction...

I have never really claimed to be a poet. 

I don’t really do rhyming or iambic pentameter. I can recite poetry 
theory for hours but putting hard forms in to practice has always 

leaded me to uninspiring, boring poems.

I feel that it is too restrictive and poetry should be free.

I am a writer, first and foremost, and an artist if you were to put me 
in to a sub-category. Poetry is both joined together: writing and art.

Artists are told to break the rules and that is what poetry does - it 
breaks the rules of conventional pros. 

You will find very little classic poetry here, except my love of the 
haiku format. But it is all poetry. Poetry doesn’t need to rhyme or 

have a certain amount of lines or be written by great people.

Poetry is what you want it to be. So here is what I want it to be.

Vicki Evans
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A Brief Summery

September 2005 I started high school; befriended the first people I 
sat with. We bonded over being born on the 15th.

Around 2010 I saw a therapist. I visited her in a hospital room; 
I always thought that the smell of disinfectant lingered on my 
clothes. A mark of where I had been

During February half-term, 2003, we moved away without dad. 
I was eight year old and I had no idea what was going on. They 
refused to tell me. 

September 2012 I returned to where I’d left, to start a new life 
where I was born.

On December 24th 2002 my mum, my sister and I ran away from 
home to my aunt and uncle. They bought me a giant teddy bear 
that was as big as me; I can’t look at them without remembering 
that day.

From 1997 to 1999 I was popular. In a gang and second in 
command.

Around 2001 I moved schools; lost all my friends and played by 
myself. 

In 2007 I started wearing feathers in my hair and campaigned for 
Greenpeace. I got in trouble at school and peace signs were in 
every photo.
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Fiddle

She knows my nerves.
How I would instantly 
twist, braid, knot
my hair every time 
the teacher would
ask us to read aloud.

Even when it was up;
pulled and swept back
into a neat, high bun.
She would see me fiddle
with the flyaways
the tiny, wispy, baby hairs.

The nerves only she could see.
Not flirtatious twiddling
when talking to a guy. Just
something to do, to stop
my hands from shaking.

The constant fiddling 
drove her insane but she
knew it calmed me so she
let the irritating habit slide. 
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This Romantic Stuff

I am not good at saying romantic things.
I don’t tell you I love you, although I do.
I show and never tell, like all good writers do.

I show you how when I make you tea,
and bring it to you every morning in bed.
I buy green top milk when I prefer blue.

I watch the football and cheer for Liverpool;
I go to the home matches with you.
Wear red when I am a born, true blue.

We went skiing; when I hate the cold.
I show you when I make you dinner each night,
and treat you to take-out on Fridays.

I go to bed early so you have a warm bed,
I show you love when I kiss you goodnight
and how I smile at you when we wake up.

I tell you when I’m vulnerable; 
my hard shell falls down, when I 
can cry openly in your arms. 
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The Right Side of the Bed

The covers conceal from the light,
I pull them closer and hold them tight
like a child with their teddy bear.
I ignore the mascara marks;
I breathe in lavender and jasmine mixed
with a light smell of his aftershave.
I uncurl myself from the covers, 
letting the day in, I rub away the sleep 
and crumbled make up from my eyes.
The clock reads seven-twelve;
Brontë, Austen, McEwen and Fitzgerald
scattered on the bedside table.
I reach over to the right side
to find nothing but bed sheets. 
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Deadline

Hands run through hair. Fiddling, 
twirling it around constantly.
Knotting it even more.
Obsessively biting nails, not noticing, 
not caring when fingers bleed. 
Foot tapping; pen drumming
creates faint black dots on the page.
Mug empty, Red Bull can squashed,
energy and caffeine high fading. 
Clock keeps ticking; only hours left.
Flicking through the pages, searching
for an idea or a clear answer.
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Housemates

The bottle’s half empty, full yesterday,
Head and Shoulders mint in the air.
Chip.

No toilet paper, roll left with one 
frayed sheet mocking me.
Chip. Chip.

Dirty coffee mug in the sink, my cat
mug stained with her hot chocolate.
Chip. Chip. Chip.

‘Just a splash,’ they always say
no milk for my muesli and tea.
Chip. Chip. Chip. Chip.

Heavy bass and Nicki Minaj drowns
out loud bangs, bed springs and moans.
Chip. Chip. Chip. Chip. Chip.

Water bill paid; days constantly
hounding for their even share.
Chip. Chip. Chip. Chip. Chip. Chip.
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People Watching

Three and two halves around a small table,
civilised conversation about politics
between the small ones wriggling and giggling.
Elegant lattes and juice boxes,
disarray and crumbs on the floor;
the three generations leave their mess.

Coffee shop catch-up between old friends
sitting in their usual spot in the bay window
sitting quietly, no awkward silence,
looking at the sandwich in their frail hands, 
eyes wonder as they are confused 
by the people running down the street.

Young boys drinking tea, not coke, 
with their trainers and ripped hem jeans
iPads and smart phones, yet hoodies hide 
the sophistication they are trying to achieve. 
Eyes flick to and from the girls at the opposite table;
Trying to keep their cool for them.

The girls on that table giggle at the boys
poorly muffling their laughs with their hands
They joke for an hour, take a few trips down memory lane;
constantly landing on the same topic: boys. 
Their wide gaze and spotless face shows their age
able to sit for hours carefree with each other.

The writer in her isolation sits by herself.
Slurping the forth, or was it fifth, cup of coffee 
ordering more so she can stay longer.
Foot tapping as she types, quick burst of typing 
followed by short pauses, squinting at the screen.
She sits and waits for more people to write about.
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Worthless

Grand gesture; I never left you.
I carved myself to you;
Moulding myself to fit you.

Lavish items warped your mind.
Pure C5 makes you scoff at
my simple, unrefined ZrO2

You wore down my strong armour.
Scrapes and scrapes show
through my Cu through Ag.

For ten years I didn’t leave you.
You never separated with me
unlike the man who gave me to you.
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Picture
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Frozen Derwentwater 

No movement.
Not a birds wing
or wind on the grass.

The frozen lake
reflects the sun
on the frozen lake 
like a plane mirror.
Blinding white light.

Sun backlights the hills
creating crisp silhouettes.

As the sun sets
the stillness remains
like a photograph.
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Aira Force

The waterfall cascades.
Reflecting light, refracting,
creating rainbows that reflect
rainbows in the sky.
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The Country Fair

They come from the town
in their Hunter wellies
and their Joules gilets.
A designer farmer
cautiously stepping over cow crap
constantly using hand sanitizer.  
They come to sample the country
not to take it home;
have a cheeky taste like the 
samples in the food tent.
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Window 

Distorting outside – 
Shattered glass, a spider’s web,
A ripple of cracks.
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Autumn

Autumn does not begin with changing leaves
it is not dictated by celestial events.

It begins with a reading lists
and buying new pens and notebooks.

It begins with finding old jumpers
and digging out scarves.

It begins with friends coming home
and chatting over pumpkin spice lattes.

It begins with bleeding radiators
and washing onesies and slippers.

It begins with witches costumes
and planning for Christmas.

It begins with changing behaviour
not changing leaves. 
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3:58 am

There is an eerie quiet at three fifty-eight a.m.,
the buzz of the night has disappeared
heavy bass and shouting calmed.
Ambulance, lights but no sirens
cruises down the empty streets.
Birds start to sing as the people are asleep;
the music of a new day.
Dawn is nearly breaking
she is already fading the inky black.
That odd sense of peace
as the night owls finally sleep
but before the early birds wake. 
Bringing in the noise: bin men, deliveries 
and people rushing to get the train.
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Green Lane Station

A brick tunnel
weathered and old.
Moss grows as if 
only to highlight the 
uneven texture of 
the stone work
Small pants grow out
of the wall. Brought 
to life by the moss.
They wind together 
grasp the brick.
Blossom falls like confetti
from the trees high
above the green tunnel.
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Summertime Number 9A 
 by Jackson Pollock

Blank canvas.
Clean beige, 
a perfect starting point.

Make layers, upon layers.
Build the art with each 
colour, stoke and splat.  

Grey down first
squidgy and slop the paint down.
Paint flicks out from the bottles.

Add colour, dotted in random chaos
small blobs in gold, 
moving up to blue and green.

Then back to the paint bottle;
add in intense black
smudge out to create depth.

Let the colours run 
mix into each other;
make the paint find it’s own place.

A brush fills in random shapes
left by the lines. Yellow, red, 
blue and purple are added completing it.

Look close and you can see detail
the way the black and blue merged together
how the gold is slightly metallic. 

Step away, unfocus your eyes,
find shapes and stories in the art
like a child does when they watch clouds. 
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